
the a-list 
when: 2:00PM 
who: Brentano 

what: Edible Art: 
A Culinary Experience 
where: space 1040A 

when: 2:00-5:00PM 
who: Bentley 

what: The Bar@ The Bentley 
where: space 1098 

when: 3:00-5:00PM 
who: EF Contra et 

what: Cocktails 
where: space 10-118 

when: 3:00-5:00PM 
who: Mohawk Group 

what: Cocktails 
where: space 377 

when: 3:00-5:30PM 
who: Wolf-Gordon 

what: Cocktails 
where: space 10· 161 

when: 3:30-6:00PM 
who: VS America 

what: Cocktails 
where: space 1167 

when: 3:30-6:30PM 
who: Arcadia and Eneo re Seating 

what: Cocktails 
where: spaces 340 + 336 

when: 4:00-6:00PM 
who: Davis Furniture 

what: Anniversary celebration 
where: space 3· 115 

when: 4:30PM 
who: Andreu World 

what: Fiesta 
where: space 10· 132 

when: 4:30-6:30PM 
who: Global Furniture Group 

what: Cocktails 
where: space 1035 

SflfCT 
Far the inside scoop on the mast 

talked-abaut new praducfs at 
NeaCan, head straight ta the Interior 
Design SELECT partner shawiaams. 

Turn ta page 78 far a complete list 
af these tap manufacturèrs. 

#IONeaCan 

•
.,
t.;naterial
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Turn the page far the inside scoop ... 

\ 
• 

"With the goal of making workers comfortable in 
a room, I got the idea of creating islands of cozi
ness. each with a different function." product de
signer Jessica Engelhardt says. Her modular 
seating syslem far , , embodies thai philos
ophy, its straight and radiused benches prompting 
infinite configurations ideai far informai meetings 
and co-worker chats, or. on the flip side. refuge: 
Optional acoustic and privacy walls can be de
ployed to carve out a much-needed hideaway in 
a bustling office. See page 8 far more. space 393

Got the travet bug? The new colleclion by has got you 
covered via fabrics thai recasi the design motifs associateci with one of the 
world's oldest itinerant cultures. Moroccan Berbers. The collection of po!yester 
blends-Journey, Quest. Venture. Wanderer-encompasses three jacquards and 
one velvet. The bottom line? Sumptuous mix-and-match textiles with high
performance specs. space 1194 

quick-change 
artist 

As the namè w9uld suggest, the Chameleon case goods and work-desk system 
is as adaptable as they come. Òesigned for Darran Furniture by Mark Muller. 
the, oak storage-units have an inle$raled power cavity at the rear that acls as a 
distribµtion channQ[ for cQDnectivity-no matter whether cabinets are stacked or 
oriented back-to-back. Suiting contemporary work styles. lhe filing cabinetry is 
minimal. while coordinaling fixed or mobile acouslic room dividers are myriad
making;jt ever-so-easy lo foster a little peace and qui et. space 10·167

Quiet riat, indeed: The buzziest praduct categary at 
this year's Nea[an is, argùq�iy, ac6ustic salutians. 

Check aut Carnegie's shàpely entrant, Ceiling 

Ba(fles, on page 58. space 10-112 
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SPACE 7-4071 

Let there be light. The DV504•Milo system encompasses side

boards with stands and wall units thai hook onto wall-mount 

bars. The unusual and innovative bit is thai said bars are backlit, 

imitating the horizon-the idea being thai such an organic refer

ence fosters a sense of wellbeing. Elements are available in 

brighi colors, with or without doors, and can be positioned just 

about anywhere on the system or hung separately on the wall. 

Cable guards are also available in powder-coated, oxidized, or 

wood coverings. 
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